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SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 1928

JUST A PULVIN?

"Fish don't bite just for the sake of biting.

Keep a pulvin! Challenge them to keep and on.

Keep a pulvin! It will make you a first-class angler.

Music

"...and to ask the professor just why they sometimes bite.

While we were little girls—no one knew what to do.

...the kind of protester who never left off the top of the list.

She came to visit us and she didn't have any friends.

Before long we started to school and from the day that we first entered the classroom, we were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mis
take, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.

The years go by and she reneges
of work but study for 10 years.

But in our Freshman year we
had the classroom, we
were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mistake, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.

The years go by and she reneges
of work but study for 10 years.

But in our Freshman year we
had the classroom, we
were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mistake, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.

The years go by and she reneges
of work but study for 10 years.

But in our Freshman year we
had the classroom, we
were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mistake, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.

The years go by and she reneges
of work but study for 10 years.

But in our Freshman year we
had the classroom, we
were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mistake, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.

The years go by and she reneges
of work but study for 10 years.

But in our Freshman year we
had the classroom, we
were the victims of a number of constant vigilance.

If it is a much sought after mistake, the energy, the unfaltering will take their places in homes.
NOTIONS, UNDIES and HOISERY

Linen and lace mill and cuff sets, also voilets 38c, 8c, 60c and $1.00

Beautiful line handkerchiefs, embroidered and lace-trimmed 13c, 18c, 35c and $1.00

Triangle hand-painted sets in new designs and good materials 60c, $1.18 and $1.50

Kayser Marley rayon bloomers in pretty colors, special at 30c

Special lot of rayon underwear, including slips, bloomers, shorts and veils, pastel shades. $1.00

Piggy Wiggy

Complete Automobile Service
Poreal Gasoline, Qualker Brake Oil, Amoite Lubricating, Prestinute Batteries, Finotte Tires

DIXIE OIL COMPANY

Drink Coca-Cola

Delicious and Refreshing

WHOA! HOLD EVERYTHING MAKES A LITTLE EXTRA-CURRICULAR PROGRAM A PAUSE THAT'S GOING TO NEED PLENTY OF REDEMPTION

But you don't have to fall off a pedestal. You don't have to be someone else. Eat dinner. Drink Coca-Cola. And then go on with your day. It's enough to make you feel better—enough to make you feel whole. Drink Coca-Cola. Eat dinner. Drink Coca-Cola. And then go on with your day.
GIRLS :: GIRLS
That uniform behind the trunk
Need not be considered junk.
We have a process tried and true,
Make the old ones look like new.

Special Prices to Winthrop Students
Come clean with us, and we will dye for you
City Dry Cleaning Co.
Phone 783-X
Rock Hill, S. C.

Watch Your Soles—
Don't wear them too thin or past the danger point. Have your shoes reshod-
tomed and economical job.

BELL'S SHOE SHOP

It is Well—
that progress is the result of
prudence
Fourth-rate of sales and new looking
his built for an outside reputation. To
investigate our policy and benefit from our ex-
pertise is nearly a part of wisdom. Our com-
tumors appreciate our service, have faith in our
efficiency, and our safety is their protection.

THE NATIONAL UNION BANK

WINTHROP COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL
June 18—July 26, 1929
Over Eighty Courses
Many New Courses Offered This Year—All Courses Are College Credit Courses
Bible, English, Education, History, Mathematics, Science, Geography, Ancient and Modern Languages,
Political and Social Sciences, Fine and Industrial Arts, Psychology, School Music,
Penmanship, Physical Education and Master School of Music

A Training School is Conducted for Observation of Teaching and Demonstration Classes
Courses for Post Graduate Work—Conferences and State Contests

Distinguished Speakers Will Give a Series of Open Public Lectures

For Bulletin giving full information address
JAMES P. KINARD, President, Rock Hill, S. C.

Board and Lodging for Session  $40.00
Matriculation Fee  5.00
Tuition (for three courses, if desired)  10.00
Any Additional Course Allowed  5.00